Uncovering the genes governing host-parasite coevolution is of importance for disease management 2 in agriculture and human medicine. The availability of increasing amounts of host and parasite 3 full genome-data in recent times allows to perform cross-species genome-wide association studies 4 based on sampling of genomic data of infected hosts and their associated parasites strains. We aim 5 to understand the statistical power of such approaches. We develop two indices, the cross species 6 association (CSA) and the cross species prevalence (CSP), the latter additionally incorporating 7 genomic data from uninfected hosts. For both indices, we derive genome-wide significance thresh-8 olds by computing their expected distribution over unlinked neutral loci, i.e. those not involved 9 in determining the outcome of interaction. Using a population genetics and an epidemiological 10 coevolutionary model, we demonstrate that the statistical power of these indices to pinpoint the 11 interacting loci in full genome data varies over time. This is due to the underlying GxG interactions 12 and the coevolutionary dynamics. Under trench-warfare dynamics, CSA and CSP are very accurate 13 in finding out the loci under coevolution, while under arms-race dynamics the power is limited 14 especially under a gene-for-gene interaction. Furthermore, we reveal that the combination of both 15 indices across time samples can be used to estimate the asymmetry of the underlying infection ma-16 trix. Our results provide novel insights into the power and biological interpretation of cross-species 17 association studies using samples from natural populations or controlled experiments. 18 Keywords 19 population genomics; linkage disequilibrium; single nucleotide polymorphism; host-parasite co-20 evolution 21
1 − c. In this study we address the following questions. 1) Which statistics can be used in co-GWAs 29 studies to pinpoint the loci under coevolution? 2) What is the power of these statistics to disen-30 tangle the effect of neutral loci from that of coevolutionary loci? 3) What is the statistical power 31 of these statistics under various infection matrices and/or fluctuating allele frequencies? 4) Can 32 3 Table 1 Infection matrices for coevolutionary models a) general infection matrix b) matching-allele c) gene-for-gene α 11 α 12 α 21 α 22
The infection matrix A determines the outcome of the interaction between host genotypes (rows) and parasite genotypes (columns). Each α ij can be interpreted either as the probability for a given individual to be infected or as the degree of infection (disease severity or partial resistance). these statistics be used to infer the underlying infection matrix based on collected samples without 1 further controlled infection experiments? We first develop two indices the cross-species association 2 (CSA) index (analogous to the measure used in Ansari et al. (2017) , Bartoli and Roux (2017) ) 3 and the cross species prevalence (CSP) index to measure the association of alleles between the 4 coevolutionary loci in the host and the parasite. Second, we assess the statistical power of these 5 cross-species indices to pinpoint the coevolving loci among the genome-wide neutral SNPs. This 6 is realized by computing the expected distribution of these indices for all possible comparisons be-7 tween host and parasite neutral loci. Note that we assume sampling from natural populations of 8 hosts and parasites which undergo recombination so that neutral SNPs are unlinked from the loci 9 under coevolution. As a result, we quantify the statistical power of these statistics to detect the loci 10 underlying coevolution over the course of coevolutionary cycles and for different underlying GxG 11 matrices. We demonstrate that performing co-GWAs with our indices across time samples allows h i,g+1 = h i,g w H,ī w H,g , and p j,g+1 = p j,g w P,j w P,g
where w H,i (w P,j ) is the fitness of host genotype i (parasite genotype j). The average fitness of the 10 host (parasite) population,w H,g (w P,g ), is obtained as
w H,i · h i.g (respectively, 2 j=1 w P,j · p j,g ).
11
Every generation g a proportion φ g (i.e. the disease prevalence) of the host population interacts 12 with the parasite population in a frequency-dependent manner. Whether a particular interaction 13 between host genotype i and parasite genotype j results in an infection or not depends on the 14 matrix A. An infection reduces the relative fitness of hosts by an amount s (cost of infection). 15 Further, each host genotype i (parasite genotype j) can be associated with some fitness cost c H i 16 (c P j ), such as a cost of resistance (infectivity). Therefore, the frequencies of the different host and 17 parasite genotypes can be modelled using the following recurrence equations:
This dynamical system admits an equilibrium point when the conditions h i,g+1 = h i,g = h i and 19 p j,g+1 = p j,g = p j hold for each host genotype i and each parasite genotype j. There are four so 20 called trivial monomorphic equilibrium points at which one host and one parasite allele are fixed, 21 5 and one polymorphic equilibrium with frequencies:
In line with previous studies, for both the symmetric and asymmetric MA model we assume no 2 costs c H 1 = c H 2 = c P 1 = c P 2 = 0 (Gandon and Nuismer 2009). For the GFG model we use the 3 infection matrix shown in Tab. 1c) and assume that 0 < c H 2 , c P 2 < 1 and c H 1 = c P 1 = 0 (Tellier and 
The number of parasites of type j is obtained as P j = i I ij and hence, the change in number of par-16 asites of type j is given by 16 We assume that n T host individuals have been sampled and genotyped at each biallelic single nu-17 cleotide polymorphism (SNP) in the genome, so that two types of hosts are found (i ∈ (1, 2)). The 18 total host sample n T consists of n Inf infected hosts, the infected subsample, and n H non-infected, 19 healthy, hosts, the non-infected subsample. A number of n Par parasite samples is obtained from 20 the n Inf infected hosts (one sample per host) and also genotyped at each biallelic SNP. Accordingly,
Definition of the association statistics

21
there are also two parasite types for each biallelic SNP (j ∈ (1, 2)). Note that the sites typically 22 considered here are SNPs as commonly used in GWAs and co-GWAs. Our definition also applies 23 to any type of mutation with two states such as insertion-deletion (of few to many base pairs) or 24 presence/absence polymorphism of larger genomic regions (e.g. coding genes). Figure 1 Graphic illustration of the properties of our indices CSA and CSP. The host population consists of two host types H 1 (square) and H 2 (circle) and the parasite population consists of two types P 1 (black) and P 2 (grey). A proportion φ of the hosts is exposed to parasites. Hosts which are exposed to the parasite either become infected or they can resist infection. Infected hosts are coloured based on the identity of the infecting parasite genotype (grey or black). f ij is the proportion of hosts with type i which are infected by parasites of type j in the proportion of all infected hosts. F ij is the proportion of hosts of type i being infect by parasites of type j in the whole host population (sum of all hosts). F i0 is the proportion of non-infected hosts of type i in the whole host population. F i0 is composed of hosts of type i which either did not receive spores (1 − φ) or which received spores but are resistant to the respective parasite. 8 2.2.1. The Cross-Species Association index (CSA) 1 We define the absolute Cross Species Association index (CSA) when sampling n Inf hosts and n Par = 2 n Inf parasites as:
Here, f ij is the number of hosts of type i being infected by a parasite of type j divided by the size of Following population genetics theory (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 2010, p371-373), we nor-9 malize CSA in two different ways such that the absolute values range from 0 to 1. First, we de-10 fine CSA which is obtained by normalizing each CSA value by the maximum CSA value possible,
11
CSA max = 0.25. CSA reaches its maximum value when hosts of type 1 are solely infected by para-12 sites of type 1 and hosts of type 2 are solely infected by parasites of type 2 and f 11 = f 22 = 0.5 (or 13 when hosts of type 1 are solely infected by parasites of type 2 and hosts of type 2 are solely infected 14 by parasites of type 1 and f 12 = f 21 = 0.5).
Our second normalization consists in dividing the CSA value by the square root of the product of 16 the frequencies of the different host and parasite alleles in the infected subsample.
17
CSA
We calculate the value of CSA at each generation g (eq. 4) based on our coevolutionary model A
18
(eq. 1a):
19
CSA g = α 11 h 1,g p 1,g α 22 h 2,g p 2,g − α 21 h 2,g p 1,g α 12 h 1,g p 2,g ∆ 2
where ∆ = α 11 h 1,g p 1,g + α 22 h 2,g p 2,g + α 21 h 2,g p 1,g + α 12 h 1,g p 2,g (introduced to make sure in eq. 4 20 that ∀i,j f ij = 1).
For Model B, the CSA at each time step t is obtained as:
Therefore, we can compute CSA and CSA r at each generation based on eq. 7 for Model A and 2 based on eq. 8 for Model B. We define the Cross Species Prevalence index (CSP) at any generation at which n Inf infected, n H 5 non-infected hosts and n Par = n Inf pathogens are sampled.
Here, F ij is the proportion of host type i infected by parasite type j in the total host sample (n T ).
7
At the denominator, F i0 is the proportion of uninfected hosts of type i in the total sample. By 8 definition, n Inf n T = F 11 +F 12 +F 21 +F 22 , n T −n Inf n T = F 10 +F 20 , and F 11 +F 12 +F 21 +F 22 +F 10 +F 20 = 1 9 (see Fig. 1 ). Note that F i0 is composed of individuals 1) which do not encounter any parasite due 10 to the incomplete disease prevalence in the population, and 2) which are exposed to parasites but 11 are resistant.
12
When eq. 9 is applied to our coevolutionary model A, CSP at each generation g is obtained as:
For Model B, the CSP at time t is given by: We first present some analytical results by computing CSA and CSP for the population genetics 3 Model A with either a matching-allele (MA) or a gene-for-gene (GFG) interaction to provide some 4 intuition on the behaviour of the presented indices. In the calculations, we only focus on CSA, as it 5 is straightforward to obtain CSA and CSA r by applying the respective normalizations. For a matching-allele infection matrix and for c H 1 = c H 2 = c P 1 = c P 2 = 0 the equations for model 8 A (eq. 1a) reduce to:
By applying eq. 7 and eq. 9 to these MA-equations, we obtain CSA g,MA and CSP g,MA at any genera-10 tion g.
It is evident that CSP, by contrast to the CSA, does not depend on the frequencies of the different 12 host types but only on the parasite frequencies. Moreover, the CSP cannot be computed if the 13 disease prevalence is at maximum (φ g = 1) and if neither of the host alleles provides any resistance 14 to any parasite genotype (c 1 = c 2 = 0).
15
Further, the matching-allele model formulated in equation 12 has four monomorphic equilibria and 16 one polymorphic equilibrium. The frequencies of the latter are given by:
1 indices at the polymorphic equilibrium point.
, and CSP MA = 0.
For a matching alleles interaction without any genotype costs, CSP is always zero at the equilibrium For a gene-for-gene infection matrix and for 0 < c H 2 , c P 2 < 1 and c H 1 = c P 1 = 0, the equations for 8 the coevolutionary model A (eq. 1a) reduce to:
Applying eq. 7 and eq. 9 to the GFG system of equation, yields the following values of CSA g,GFG 10 and CSP g,GFG at some generation g.
11
CSA g,GFG = ch 1,g h 2,g p 1,g p 2,g
.
As for the MA model, the CSP values, by contrast to the CSA, do not depend on the frequencies of 12 the different host types but only on the the parasite frequencies. The conditions for computing the 13 CSP are more restrictive than under the MA, as CSP is not defined as soon as the disease prevalence 14 is maximum (φ g = 1) and therefore, all hosts of type 1 are infected.
15
The polymorphic equilibrium frequencies of this model A with GFG are given by:
To gain a deeper understanding of these results, we conduct numerical simulations for both types Our sample consists of n Inf hosts and one representative parasite strain from each of these 9 infected hosts (thus n = n Inf = n par ). The expected CSA for neutral SNPs (E(CSA vw )) is measured 10 for the association between a host SNP with minor allele frequency v and a parasite SNP with minor 11 allele frequency w and is given by:
where l = min(v, w), and Ω vw is the normalization for either obtaining CSA (with Ω vw = 4, from 13 eq. 5) or CSA r (with
), from eq. 6).
14 For the CSP, the computation is similar, though more complex, and the expectation is given by: frequency v (p v ) and a neutral parasite SNP has minor allele frequency w (q w ) in the sample:
These probabilities are obtained from the relative folded site frequency spectrum of the sample 2 (eq. A2). We use the folded SFS, as we assume that there is no outgroup sequence available and (Fig. 2c,d) . Under an arms-race, one host allele occurs in very high frequency and the to detect the loci under coevolution (Fig. 2d ). This demonstrates the importance of obtaining additional non-infected host samples. Under the same model A with symmetric MA, we find similar 1 outcome as in Fig. 2 , albeit the oscillations of CSA and CSP values are perfectly matching the allele 2 frequency cycles and show a regular amplitude pattern (Fig. S8) .
3 Under the GFG model with arms race, CSA values are consistently small with narrow peaks 4 (Fig. 3b,c) which are barely above the detection threshold. The CSP has several peaks above the 5 cut-off value, yet it maybe difficult to detect the coevolutionary locus even when time samples 6 are available if the more stringent 0.99-cut-off level is applied (Fig. 3d ). The comparison of MA sample sizes (n T < 25) decrease substantially the power to detect the coevolving loci (see plementary Online Material). We suggest therefore as a strategy to collect at few time points and 24 obtain large sample sizes, rather than smaller sample sizes at many time points.
26
One simplifying assumption in our approach is the strict one to one relationship between the 27 host and the parasite, i.e. one parasite sample obtained per host. However, co-infections are 28 common for many diseases (Alizon et al. 2013 , Tollenaere et al. 2016 . A solution to deal with 29 such cases is to only use the major parasite strain found on the infected host (Bartha et al. 2013 ).
30
The presented results are further based on the assumption that only one major gene per species 31 is involved. However, our indices are applied independently to each pair of host and parasite 32 21 loci. Therefore, our approach is also suited to capture several major loci involved, as long as 1 they are freely recombining and as there are no epistatic or pleitropic effects on the infection 2 outcome. In general, the approach presented here is also potentially applicable to detect the major 3 genes which are determining the compatibility between symbionts in mutualistic interactions. It 4 is straightforward to study the power of the presented indices for such types of interaction by 5 adjusting the equations governing the coevolutionary dynamics accordingly. We conclude by presenting a set of recommendations for applying this method to different 8 host-parasite systems. It is advised to obtain infected and non-infected hosts and parasite ran- and our model is that disease transmission is random and panmictic so that potentially every host 28 can get in contact with the disease (no population sub-structuring affecting disease transmission).
29
Thus, it is crucial to assess the extent of population structure before performing a cross-species as-30 sociation study as different populations can be at different stages of the coevolutionary cycle (e.g.
31
Sasaki (2000), Gavrilets and Michalakis (2008)). Neglecting population structure in such cases can 32 22 result in biased results.
1 Nevertheless, one could take advantage of the geographic mosaic of coevolution by obtaining se-2 quence data from several populations when sequence data from several time points are not feasible. 3 However, note that the neutral SFS of pooled samples from a spatially structured population does 4 not follow the equations we used here. Hence, this has to be taken into account when obtaining Host-parasite coevolution is a multifaceted process. We have shown the power of natural co-9
GWAs to gain insights into this process, especially when time-samples are available, despite poten-10 tial shortcomings due to model assumptions. A further worthwhile development will be the explicit 11 inclusion of spatial structure of host and parasite populations. 
where θ is the population mutation rate, n/2 denotes the largest integer being smaller or equal 7 to n/2 and δ k,l is Kronecker's delta with
Thus, the probability (p k ) to choose a SNP with minor allele frequency k in a sample of size n, is 9 given by:
These probabilities are independent of the population size and the mutation rate. However note 11 that, changes in population size feed-back on the shape of the SFS and thus, the calculation of these 12 probabilities.
13
Our computations include singletons, that is alleles with frequency 1/n in the sample. However, it 14 is known that the sequencing and detection of singletons can be biased (e.g. with NGS technologies 15 or pooling of samples). Therefore, singletons can be also removed from the CSA calculation and Remember that we have obtained n Inf host samples and one representative parasite strain from 5 each of these infected hosts. Thus, the host sample size (n Inf ) and the parasite sample size (n Par ) 6 are the same (n = n Inf = n par ). In order to compute the expected CSA for neutral SNPs we first 7 have to derive an expression for the expected value of CSA (E(CSA vw )) measuring the association 8 between a host SNP with minor allele frequency v and a parasite SNP with minor allele frequency w.
9
Therefore, we first compute the number of all such possible combinations. For each combination, 10 the value CSA is CSA vw,k and the probability of that particular combination is
where l = min(v, w).
13
Here the index k can be interpreted as the number of hosts with the minor allele which are infected 
S1.3. Cross species prevalence index (CSP)
1
We label the host allele with minor frequency in the infected subsample as i = 1 and the host 2 allele with major frequency in the infected subsample as i = 2. Note that the allele with minor 3 allele frequency in the infected subsample is not necessarily the minor allele in the whole sample 4 (see Fig. S6 ). In cases where both alleles have equal frequencies in the infected subsample, the al-5 lele with minor allele frequency in the whole sample will be labelled as 1 and the allele with major 6 S4 Figure S6 Two possible host configurations when sampling a total number n T = 12 host individuals among which n Inf = 6 individuals are infected (grey box) and n H = 6 individuals are healthy (light blue box) and the minor host allele frequency is v = 5. Host individuals which have the minor allele (based on the whole sample) are shown in light blue, host individuals with the major allele (based on the whole sample) are shown in dark blue. Labelling of the alleles for the calculation of CSP is based on the minor allele frequency in the infected subsample. On the left, the minor allele is labelled by 1 as it is also the minor allele in the infected subsample. On the right, the major allele of the total sample is labelled by 1 as it represents the allele with minor allele frequency in the infected subsample.
allele frequency in the whole sample will be labelled as 2. Therefore, F 11 (F 12 ) is the proportion of alleles can be randomly assigned to any of the n par parasite individuals which are infecting the n Inf 8 host individuals. Further, note that CSP is only informative when the minor and major allele can 9 be found in both, the infected and the non-infected subsample. Therefore, we exclude SNPs which 10 are singletons in the total host sample (n T ). We proceed as follows to obtain the expected CSP for 11 a neutral host SNP with minor allele frequency v and and neutral parasite SNP with minor allele 12 frequency w.
13
First, we have to find all host combinations (and their probability) for which the minor and ma-14 jor host alleles are found in both the infected and non-infected subsamples. We define z as the 15 number of minor host alleles which are found in the infected subsample for a given combination. The condition that z starts from ρ = max(1, v − (n T − n Inf ) + 1) is necessary to avoid combina-1 tions where 1) no minor allele is found in the infected subsample, and 2) the healthy sample only 2 consists of hosts with the minor allele. The condition that z has values up to m − 1 is necessary to 3 avoid two configurations where 1) none of the minor alleles is found in the non-infected subsam-4 ple, and 2) all individuals in the infected subsample have the minor allele. For a given host allele 5 combination, we perform the labelling step mentioned above by defining a = min(z, n Inf − z).
6
Then, we assign the n Par parasites, w of them having the minor allele, to the n Inf host. Here, k is 7 the number of hosts with label 1 which are infected by a parasite with the minor allele (F 11 · n T ).
8
Accordingly, a − k is the number of hosts with label 1 which are infected by a parasite with major 9 allele (F 12 · n T ), w − k is the number of hosts with label 2 which are infected by a parasite with 10 minor allele (F 21 · n T ) and n Inf − a − (w − k) with label 2 which are infected by a parasite with the 11 major allele. Figure S10 Temporal changes in allele frequencies, CSA , CSA r and CSP an epidemiological (model B) with a GFG-infection matrix. For each index cut-off values are shown based on the expected neutral distributions for a total host sample size n T = 200 and for n Inf = n H = 100. The 0.95-cut-off value is shown in blue (dashed line) and the 0.99-cut-off value is shown in grey (dotted-dashed line). Top left: frequencies of h 1 (dark blue) and p 1 (light blue). Top right: CSA . Bottom left: CSA r . Bottom right: CSP. The parameters values of the model are: c H1 = c P1 = 0, c H2 = c P2 = 0.05, β = 0.00005, s = 0.6,c = 0.9, S 1,init = S 2,init = 4150, I 11 = I 12 = I 21 = I 22 = 415, δ t = 0.001, b = 1, γ = 0.9 S11
